
Railways create a variety of complex, recurring challenges dependent on resource requirements and life cycle 
costs. When the complexity of a system increases, the difficulty increases likewise to make the strategically 
right move.

How many trains have to be acquired to cover the 

required operation? How should the maintenance 

structures be dimensioned for the next years? Which 

measures to increase reliability are most effective? 

GRABAND has specialized in finding answers to these 

questions. We will help you develop a well-founded so-

lution concept, based on your factual business operati-

on and information from your system. We can explain 

how your trains, depots, workshops and spare parts 

interact and which impact reliability and maintenance 

improvements have on costs and your operating per-

formance ability. Curious now? Then read on and learn 

more about what we have to offer and of course about 

how we can help you.

Complex systems require more 
than a good feeling
YOU ASK FOR GRABAND //



WE OFFER
PROCUREMENT
Complex and extensive contracts in the railway sector 

are common. With the aid of our experience and tools 

we ensure that you as a buyer specify necessary requi-

rements or that you as a supplier can cost-efficiently re-

spond to them. With our help you will receive a preview 

at an early stage, recognize problematic areas, and attain 

command of the process as well as of the costs – a factor 

that will be of use during an entire system life cycle.

RESOURCE SIZING
How many systems can be procured and which repair 

part volumes should you have on stock? Are maintenan-

ce buildings and workshops staffed accordingly? Can you 

attain the same results with less money? Within complex 

systems keeping an overview of cost drivers is not easy 

– especially without the right partners and tools. Opus 

Suite by Systecon was especially designed to find clear 

answers to these and other questions.

RAM / LCC
Many questions come along with the RAM (reliability, 

availability, maintainability) package. Obtained data 

often lacks analytic accuracy and precision to allow them 

to assure a credible portrayal. This will not happen when 

you work together with GRABAND. With our methods

and tools we can help you find answers to balance relia-

bility related life cycle costs in an optimized way.

SYSTEM SAFETY
How reliable is the system? How can you set optimi-

zed maintenance intervals? And what happens when 

something breaks down? Efficient and precise work for 

system safety is not an easy challenge. With the aid of 

risk analyses prior to possible decisions we help you to 

avoid undesired events. Here too, we of course view the 

various solutions concerning life cycle costs.

VERIFICATION
Which performance indicators are relevant to measure 

the level of performance? How do you recognize that 

the solutions stay stable the whole time. Verification in 

the rail industry requires experience as well as data and 

information. Our ability to assess a great deal of opera-

ting and maintenance data with the support of statistical 

data allows us to provide well-founded analyses services 

– independent of where you are in the life cycle.

CONTACT US
Call us at +49 531 27383-13 or visit www.graband.de 

for more information about our services.
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GRABAND is one of the nationwide leading engineering companies which started off in the field of railroad engineering. Today we predominantly deal with plan-

ning and management, additionally with development, validation and assessment of projects of technical equipment in railbound local and long-distance traffic. 

We especially focus on implementing and assessing functional safety. Our software-tool, Systecon's Opus Suite, offers support in decision-making in life cycle 

management of systems and is first choice of hundreds of companies worldwide when it comes up to analysis support of technically complex systems.

SIMLOX
is an ideal tool for analyses and simula-

tions of operating scenarios, of main-

tenance concepts and of spare parts' re-

quirements. With SIMLOX it is possible 

to especially mark the right point in time 

for necessary investments in order to 

gain fixed availability requirements.

OPUS10
is a world leading tool for cost effective 

optimization of stocking spare parts and 

logistics' solutions for complex technical 

systems. With the support of OPUS10 

it is possible to determine optimized 

results between availability and costs – 

dependent on your expected aim.

CATLOC
is a powerful tool for forecasting and 

analysing life cycle costs (LCC) and 

future operating revenues. CATLOC 

helps you easily identify cost drivers or 

compare various technical solutions.
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